Staff Alert Pendant Questionnaire

Name: _______________________________     Employee ID: ____________________

1. When should I use the pendant?
   a) When I need help with a task
   b) If I am being attacked or if there is the threat of imminent violence
   c) To call a Code Blue

2. True or False: When the pendant is pulled it will send a signal to Security that a Code White is happening.
   a) True
   b) False

3. When and where should I wear my pendant?
   a) Top left quadrant, near badge. Worn at all times during my shift.
   b) In my pocket, only on days that I think I may need it.
   c) At my waist, when I remember to put it on.

4. How, where and when do I test my pendant?
   a) By pulling the pin at the nursing station when I remember to test it.
   b) By pulling the pin in the parking lot as I walk in from my car.
   c) By palming my pendant then pulling the pin in an unoccupied area at the start of my shift.

5. What do I do when I hear someone pull their pendant?
   a) I’m right beside a phone so I’ll call 55 to initiate a Code White then run to help
   b) I have a portable Code White button on me so I’ll push it then run to help
   c) Immediately run to help (I’m not near a phone)
   d) Whichever option applies at the time that I hear it
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